CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

The implementation of flipped class at SMP Darul Muta’alimin Sidoarjo was good. Students asserted that they are more engaging and have more time to practice their speaking with their classmate, but there were some reviews. First, the media and material should be balance. Second, teacher need to learn more about the flipped class application.

B. Suggestion

1) Teacher :

Teachers must provide or use effective media. The media must contain content that was quite interesting and able to deliver the material well. In addition, the media should be able to monitor student learning progress. Some media that could be used include EdPuzzle and EDMODO.

2) Further Research :

This study has several drawbacks that had not been studied, including:

a) Students who did not had enough access to follow the flipped class
b) Effective media used for flipped class
c) Flipped class and students’ learning strategies
d) Flipped class and teacher teaching styles
e) Flipped class Effect on students’ motivation